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Inside, Mo Xiaoting Heard Yun Chujiu’s wails and couldn’t help but frown. What was this Mo Fangqin up 

to this time? 

 

 

At this moment, Mo Junchen caught up to him, “B * Tch! How dare you hit me? I’m going to kill you!” 

 

 

Yun chujiu couldn’t help but sneer in her heart. How Stupid! 

 

 

Yun chujiu said pitifully, “Junchen, let’s talk things over. Don’t shout and shout about killing. It’s really 

too scary!” 

 

 

The corner of Mo Fangqin’s eyes twitched violently. This Country Bumpkin’s style had changed so 

quickly! Who was the one who scolded Mo Junchen Just Now? Who was the one who beat Mo Junchen 

into a pig’s head just now? ! Who was the one who pointed at Sang Huai and scolded his grandmother 

just now? ! 

 

 

Mo Junchen was also stunned. When he saw Yun Chujiu and Mo Fangqin crying profusely.., he said 

arrogantly, “B * Tch, do you know Fear Now? It’s Too Late! Let me tell you, I won’t forgive you! Not only 

will I give you a good beating, but I will also throw you into the lotus pond and soak you for three days 

and three nights! And you, Mo Fangqin, you B * TCH. You are usually as obedient as a dog. I didn’t 

expect you to bite me back now. You’re really B * Tch!” 

 

 

Mo fangqin’s long-standing unwillingness and resentment exploded at this moment! 



 

 

She rushed to Mo Junchen and gave him a slap on his swollen pig-like face! 

 

 

Mo fangqin was stunned after the slap and so was Mo Junchen! This slap was even more shocking than 

the few slaps Yun Chujiu had given him! This Mo fangqin, who was usually like a lapdog, actually dared 

to hit him? 

 

 

Mo fangqin regretted it after the slap. It was over! Not only would madam Luo not let her off, but she 

would also make things difficult for Aunty Qiu. What should they do? 

 

 

Mo Junchen came back to his senses and raised his foot to kick mo fangqin. Mo Fangqin was in a daze 

and had no reaction at all. Yun chujiu pushed Mo fangqin away and hid behind a guard, she cried out in 

pain, “Oh my God, this is too scary! Grandfather! Come out quickly! Junchen, this idiot, wants to kill me 

and my third sister!” 

 

 

Yun Chujiu’s shout gave the guard a fright. This Miss Fang Cao’s voice was really loud, and his ears were 

ringing. 
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Mo Junchen saw Yun chujiu hiding behind the guard, and did not even consider whether he would hurt 

the guard. He slapped the guard, “Get lost! or I’ll Kill You Too!” 

 

 



Although the guard did not dare to retaliate, he was not stupid enough to stand there and take a 

beating. Hence, he jumped to the side and dodged Mo Junchen’s attack. 

 

 

As for Yun Chujiu, who was behind him, she had already run behind another guard. She said two words 

to Mo Junchen silently, “Idiot!” 

 

 

Mo Junchen was so angry that he almost went crazy. He slapped the guard again, and the guard 

naturally dodged. Yun Chujiu moved behind another guard.. 

 

 

When Old Madam Liu arrived, she saw Mo fangqin standing at the side in a daze. Mo Junchen crazily 

attacked the guards in the study while Yun chujiu nimbly dodged to the side. 

 

 

“Junchen! Stop! Don’t disturb your grandfather.”Old Madam Liu was much smarter than Mo Junchen. 

How could this be a place to mess around? ! 

 

 

“Grandmother! These two little B * tches are really too detestable. I must teach them a lesson 

today.”Mo Junchen was about to go crazy from anger, he had never suffered such a huge loss before. 

The pain on his face was secondary. The main thing was that it was too embarrassing! 

 

 

Old Madam Liu comforted Mo Junchen a few times before she said fiercely to Yun chujiu and mo 

fangqin, “The two of you obediently follow me back to the main courtyard. Otherwise, you can forget 

about taking another step out of the Mo residence in the future!” 


